
Moon Cycle Workbook
Mystical Moon Sister Circle

Your Free Lunar Workbook

Track the moon phases and movements

to learn how they show up in your

life.
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Hey!  My name is Emma and I am a yoga teacher, holistic therapist, geek,

adrenaline junkie and spiritual addict!!   I always felt from a very young age

that there was more, more than just what we can see with our eyes.   

I had a tough childhood, being bullied throughout most of my school years,

which then manifested again in relationships.  I learnt how to break free of

these patterns, hush the inner critic that said I didn't deserve more and I

began to fall in love with myself again.

 Now I'm all grown up.... I am passionate about helping people to fall in love

with themselves too! 

You are UNIQUE

 I want you to love yourself body, mind and soul. 

Have you heard the phrase... Yoga is for everyBODY?  Yes!  Yoga is for everybody,

but not every pose is for everybody. Just like our birth chart is completely

individual to us, mapping out the exact position of the stars at the moment we

are born.... our skeleton and structure is also just as individual, just as unique.  

I want to empower you to find the movement in your body that makes it feel good! 

 I want you to love your body exactly the way it is now. I combine my passion for

yoga, astrology & lunar magic with a specially selected range of holistic

therapies to bring a sprinkle of magic into your life.  

Most of all, I create relaxed and light-hearted atmospheres in all that I do

because life isn't meant to be that serious! Oh, and in my spare time I love to hand

make, craft and curate special goodies to help support you on your journey. 

I'll see you soon 

Love, Light & Magic xx 

Emma is an Astrologer, Moon Circle

Facilitator, Yoga Teacher, Reiki &

Crystal Healer and Thai Yoga Massage

Therapist.  She is also currently

training for her Clinical

Aromatherapy qualification with Penny

Price Aromatherapy.

About EromaYoga
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Before we dive into this months archetype work I would

really love it if you could take a few moments to find

some quiet and centre yourself.

 

We begin every circle by asking ourselves this question

and I would love for you to ask it now and journal a

little on the answer.

 

So, find somewhere quiet, take some big, deep, grounding

breaths and bring your hands to your heart

 

How am I feeling right now?

Check In
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And if you are to love, love

as the moon loves; 

it does not steal the night-

it only unveils the beauty

of the dark
-Isra Al-Thibeh
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Moon Phases
New Moon

new beginnings, intention setting, quiet time, planting seeds, potential 

Waxing Crescent Moon

new growth, clarity, awakening, visualisation, courage, inspiration

First Quarter Moon

balance, committment, creativity, challenges, blossoming, faith

Waxing Gibbous Moon

abundance, confidence, fertility, patience, alignment, adjust

Full Moon

celebration, embodiment, evaluation, joy, peak of the cycle, expression

Waning Gibbous Moon

forgiveness, release, gratitude, soften, boundaries, grounding

Last Quarter Moon

balance, letting go, release, healing

Waning Crescent Moon

surrender, cleanse, rest, detox, recuperate, intuition

Dark Moon

quiet time, liminal space, sleep, detox, recuperate, intuition
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Weekly Cycles
Monday

Monday is ruled by the Moon, there are many of us that believe that the

working week is out of sync as Monday's should be for rest and connection to

our inner world.  What can you do to connect to the Yin qualities of the day?

Tuesday

Themes - reflection, rest, spirituality, inner power, instincts

Wednesday

Thursday is ruled by Jupiter, the planet of expansion and luck.  Named

after the God Thor, it is the perfect day to connect to our inner

knowing and have some fun.

Themes - communication, thought, knowledge, confidence, acceptance

Thursday

Themes - abundance, growth, luck, prosperity, accomplishment

Friday

Themes - divine feminine, fertility, attraction, spirituality, self love

Saturday

Themes - restrictions, ending, changing, lessons, renewing

Sunday

Themes - vitality, joy, fun, life force

Even the days of the week move through cycles.  By tuning into the energies of each day we can begin

to live in a more natural flow.

Planet - Moon, Chakra - Manipura (Solar Plexus Chakra)

Themes - action, passion, physical energy, motivation, movement

Planet - Mars, Chakra - Anahata (Heart Chakra)

Tuesday is ruled by the Mars, making it a great day for taking action.  Be lead

from the heart today, what are you being called to start or finish?

Planet - Mercury, Chakra - Vishuddha (Throat Chakra)

Wednesday is ruled by the Mercury, today is all about communication.  Mercury

and the throat chakra come together today to ask you to speak up, have the

conversations that you need to and is a great day for applying your mind to

something.

Planet - Jupiter, Chakra - Ajna (Third Eye Chakra)

Planet - Venus, Chakra - Sahasrara (Crown Chakra)

Friday is ruled by Venus, the planet of love.  Historically Fridays we

dedicated to the Goddess and with it's connection to the crown chakra is the

best day of the week to connect with the divine feminine and your

spirituality. 

Planet - Saturn, Chakra - Muladhara (Root Chakra)

Saturday is ruled by Saturn, the planet of restrictions.  Saturn and the Root Chakra

coming together are tasking us to take a breath, slow down and centre ourselves.  We 

can use this day to get ourselves back on track for our real purpose. 

Planet - Sun, Chakra - Svadhisthana (Sacral Chakra)

Sunday is ruled by the Sun, the planet of the ego and our life force.  Bringing our

life force together with the chakra of creativity means today is all about having

fun.  Drop the seriousness and the work and do something that brings you real joy.
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New Moon Journalling
Prompts

What qualities or experiences do I want to attract into my life this New Moon?

What would I like to begin during this moon cycle?

What knowledge have I gained that I can use to move forward during this cycle?
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Habit Tracker
What habits do I want to work on this month?
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My New Moon Intention
Sit with everything you have discovered so far this New Moon and when you are ready write down

your goals for this cycle.

Then take your main goal or wish for this month and turn it into a short statement.  I like to begin

my intention with "With the energy of the New Moon in ..... I am calling into my life......"  But you

can make it as simple as an affirmation such as "I am calm".  See what works for you.
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New Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space

Sun is in Moon is in

Chakra I am working with

My daily exercise

Today's Crystal
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Waxing Crescent Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space

Sun is in Moon is in

Chakra I am working with

My daily exercise

Today's Crystal
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Waxing Crescent Moon
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Daily Tarot/Oracle Card
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Waxing Crescent Moon

TO DO
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Waxing Crescent Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card
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Waxing Crescent Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card
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Waxing Crescent Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space
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Sun is in Moon is in

Chakra I am working with

My daily exercise

Today's Crystal



First Quarter Moon
Sun is in Moon is in

Chakra I am working with

My daily exercise

Today's Crystal

TO DO

Journal Space

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card
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First Quater Moon
Journalling Prompts

Am I still aligned with my New Moon intentions?

How can you reconnect and recommit to your New Moon intentions?

Are any obstacles or roadblocks appearing?  How can you overcome them?
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Waxing Gibbous Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space

Sun is in Moon is in

Chakra I am working with

My daily exercise

Today's Crystal
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Waxing Gibbous Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space
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Waxing Gibbous Moon

TO DO
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Waxing Gibbous Moon
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Waxing Gibbous Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card
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Waxing Gibbous Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space
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Sun is in Moon is in

Chakra I am working with

My daily exercise

Today's Crystal



Full Moon
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TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space

Sun is in Moon is in

Chakra I am working with

My daily exercise

Today's Crystal



Full Moon Journalling
Prompts

What have I achieved so far this month that I can celebrate?

What challenges have come up for me?  Am I still in alignment with my intention?

What do I need to release during the waning phase of the moon?
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Waning Gibbous Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space
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Sun is in Moon is in

Chakra I am working with

My daily exercise

Today's Crystal



Waning Gibbous Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space
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Waning Gibbous Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space
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Waning Gibbous Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space
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Waning Gibbous Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space
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Sun is in Moon is in

Chakra I am working with

My daily exercise

Today's Crystal



Last Quarter Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space

Sun is in Moon is in

Chakra I am working with

My daily exercise

Today's Crystal
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First Quater Moon
Journalling Prompts

How can I allow myself to complete rest and restore this week?

Is there anything else I need to release before the New Moon?

How am I feeling overall about my progress this month?
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Waning Crescent Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space

Sun is in Moon is in

Chakra I am working with

My daily exercise

Today's Crystal
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Waning Crescent Moon
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Waning Crescent Moon

TO DO

Daily Tarot/Oracle Card

Journal Space

Sun is in Moon is in

Chakra I am working with

My daily exercise

Today's Crystal


